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ACROSS

1 Turned toward
6 Her
9 Grub
13 Decorate by inserting
14 Large weight unit
15 Tropical fruit
16 Fluttering
17 Extremely high frequency (abbr.)
18 Disturb
19 Accurate
20 Uncontrolled waters
22 Explosive
23 Held
24 Time period
25 Rodents
27 Japanese city
29 Having a hidden meaning
33 Floor covering
34 Soaked with water
35 Costa __
36 Moses' mountain
39 Pole
40 Plastic
41 Foot wear
42 Fresh
43 Transgression
44 Enfold
46 Transparent, tasteless, odorless liquid
49 Twofold
50 Buddy
51 Cow sound
53 Ship initials
56 Producing an uncomfortably cool sensation
58 Lowest in rank
59 Frighten
61 Bird call
62 Wine bottle stoppers
63 Personal writings
64 Feign
65 Calf
66 Land measurement
67 Distress call
68 Freezing rain
# WIND AND WEATHER

## DOWN

|   | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 | 32 | 33 | 34 | 35 | 36 | 37 | 38 | 39 | 40 | 41 | 42 | 43 | 44 | 45 | 46 | 47 | 48 | 49 | 50 | 51 | 52 | 53 | 54 | 55 | 56 | 57 | 58 | 59 | 60 | 61 | 62 |
|   | Dirtiness | Windbreaker | Overcaast | Comfort | Change color | Inscribed stone | Deep exuberant laughter | Compelled | 8 oz. | Poetic "has" | Kitchen appliance | Power unit | Marked by bursts of wind or rain | Pond dweller | Run quickly | Decorative needle case | Dash | Spoke | Can metal | Covered with ice | California (abbr.) | Great! | Compass point | Charged particle | Second to last mo. | Copies | Small bottle | Man who built the arc | Swing | Fortunate | Surface | Beginner | Secret plans | Beginning | U.S. Department of Agriculture | ___ and span (very clean) | Glide | North American plant that is poisonous | Pond | Unrefined metal | Discs |
WIND AND WEATHER

Solution:

1. FACED
2. SHE
3. HOW
4. TON
5. GUAVA
6. LOOSE
7. EHF
8. UPSET
9. TRUE
10. FLOODS
11. TNT
12. HAD
13. ERA
14. RATS
15. KYOTO
16. CRYPTIC
17. RUG
18. WET
19. RICA
20. SINA
21. ROD
22. VINYL
23. BOOT
24. NEW
25. SIN
26. ENVELOP
27. WATER
28. DUAL
29. PAL
30. MOO
31. USS
32. CHILLY
33. PEON
34. SPOOK
35. COOK
36. CORKS
37. DIARY
38. ACT
39. DOGIE
40. ACRE
41. SOS
42. SLEET
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